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QUESTION 1

A large Internet company has services running on physical machines, as well as self-built monitoring and alert system
Recently, the company wants to migrate part of the services to Alibaba Cloud and use CloudMonitor to monitor ECS
instances and set alerts 

What should the company do to quickly interconnect CloudMonitor alerts with the self-built alert system, and handle
both alerts (alerts about the physical machines and ECS instances) in self-built alert system? 

A. Use the Event Monitoring function provided by CloudMonitor to consume alerts sent from self-built alert system 

B. Call the API for querying data provided by CloudMonitor. regularly query data, and write a code to check whether
indicators are abnormal 

C. Call the API for obtaining messages and alerts that are sent to self-build alert system 

D. This cannot be implemented. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You applied for an SSL certificate through Alibaba Cloud\\'s SSL Certificates Service During the application, 

you selected "Manual" at the "CSR "" step. You now want to install your certificate on a server running 

Apache. 

What must you do? 

A. You must revoke your certificate and re-apply, this time choosing "Automatic" at the "CSR Generation" step.
Otherwise, the SSL certificate cannot be downloaded 

B. You can download a crt file of type "Other" from the SSL Certificates Service console, then use openssl to convert
this file to pfx format for use with Apache 

C. SSL Certificates Service doesn\\'t support the type of certificates needed by Apache. They cannot be used together 

D. You can use the "generate pfx file" function built into the SSL Certificates Service to manually generate and
download the pfx file needed by Apache 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Alibaba Cloud Security Center provides patch management service, where are the patches published from? 

A. Contributed by netizens from open-source communities 

B. Officially published by operating system vendors 
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C. Officially published by application vendors 

D. Developed by Alibaba Cloud 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Anti-DDoS is one of the major products of Alibaba Cloud Security service Many websites have suffered DDoS attacks of
different types. Therefore, accurate understanding of DDoS attacks is critical to the website security protection. Which of
the following statements about DDoS attacks is the MOST accurate? 

A. The main purpose of a DDoS attack is to prevent the target server from providing normal services 

B. A DDoS attack cracks the servers logon password by means of numerous attempts 

C. The purpose of a DDoS attack is to steal confidential information 

D. DDoS attacks primarily target a database 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Alibaba Cloud CloudMonitor is a service that monitors Alibaba Cloud resources and Internet applications. Which of the
following statements about CloudMonitor is accurate\\'? 

A. CloudMonitor cannot be used through the Alibaba Cloud console 

B. CloudMonitor must be independently bought and paid for activation 

C. CloudMonitor can monitor websites that are not deployed in Alibaba Cloud products. 

D. To use CloudMonitor for ECS monitoring, there no agent needs to be installed in ECS. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Alibaba Cloud Ant.-DDoS Premium Service is an advanced DDoS protection product It can defend against layer 4 and
layer 7 attacks. Which of the following statements about Alibaba Cloud Anti-DDoS Premium Service is FALSE? 

A. Anti-DDoS Premium Service provides precise traffic reports and attack details in real time to keep you informed of the
current service details on time 

B. Anti-DDoS Premium Service defends against various DDoS attacks, including but not limited to ICMP flood, UDP
flood, TCP flood. SYN flood, and ACK flood attacks 

C. Anti-DDoS Premium Service supports 2 billing modes: Unlimited and Insurance. 

D. You can adjust the anti-DDoS elastic protection threshold to a higher level at any time, with the service interruption
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period no longer than 3 minutes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What are some of the products that support integration with Alibaba Cloud\\'s SSL Certificates Service? (Number of
correct answers: 3) 

A. ApsaraDB for RDS 

B. Content Distribution Network (CDN) 

C. Secure Content Distribution Network (SCDN) 

D. Server Load Balancer (SLB) 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 8

In which of the following scenarios is Alibaba Cloud Security Center applicable? (Number of correct answers 3) 

A. Setting up web server to provide web service to public 

B. Penetration testing 

C. Creating an ECS with generic software 

D. Batch server security OandM 

E. Network security protection for ad campaigns or other activities 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 9

You have set an alert policy for the disk usage of an ECS instance by using Alibaba Cloud CloudMonitor Each
measurement cycle lasts for 5 minutes, during which the average disk usage is measured If the average disk usage
exceeds 80% for five consecutive measurement cycles, an alert will be reported After your average disk usage exceeds
80%, how long will it take to receive an alert with the best case scenario? 

A. 30 minutes 

B. 0 minutes 

C. 40 minutes 

D. 20 minutes 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

When a Layer-4 forwarding rule is configured with multiple origin site IP addresses, Alibaba Cloud Anti-ODoS Premium
Service will perform load balancing for Layer-4 requests using balancing algorithm. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Cloud computing service security requires the joint effort of the cloud service supplier (such as Alibaba Cloud),
independent software vendor (ISV), and users The failure of any party to fulfill their responsibilities may lead to security
risks. Which of the following are the responsibilities of the cloud computing service users? (Number of correct answers
2) 

A. Ensure multi-channel power supply in the Cloud data center 

B. Provide security protection for physical infrastructure 

C. Regularly change the service system password 

D. Strengthen information security management in the company to prevent sensitive information leakage 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

Baba Cloud security service provides in-depth defense. Which of the following services is dedicated for host security? 

A. Anti-DDoS pro Service 

B. WAF 

C. Security Center 

D. Data Risk Control 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following configurations is NOT a feature provided by Alibaba Cloud Web Application Firewall product? 

A. Blocked Regions 

B. HTTP ACL Policy 
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C. Data Leakage Prevention 

D. Crawler Detection 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

After you install the Alibaba Cloud Security center agent on a non with your Alibaba Cloud account*? 

A. The user name and password 

B. Your AccessKey 

C. Your account ID 

D. The installation verification key generated on the console 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

When applying for an SSL certificate through Alibaba Cloud\\'s SSL Certificates Service, there is an offline review
process which can take 3-5 business days or 5-7 business days depending on the type of certificate you have applied
for: 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 
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